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The relations among the generators for the lifted p-adic homology with compact 
supports of the various subfamilies of the Weierstrass family in characteristic p > 0 
(p # 2, 3) are explicitly given in Section 2. Then, the universal coefficient spectral 
sequence and the zeta endomorphism in Section 3 enable one to compute explicitly 
the lifted p-adic homology with compact supports of all tibres, including all the 
elliptic curves and all their singular degenerations in the family. 0 1990 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. IN~~DUCTI~N 
Let p be a positive rational prime, p # 2, 3. Then the Weierstrass family 
corresponding to the field Z/pZ is the algebraic family over 
SpeWpUg2, g31) defined by 
Proj 
@lP~)C&TZ~ g3, K K Zl 
(homogeneous ideal generated by Y ‘Z - 4X3 + g, XZ* + g, Z’) > ’ 
where (Z/pZ)[g,, g,, A’, Y, Z] is the graded (E/pZ)[g,, g,]-algebra such 
that each X, Y, Z has degree + 1 and all of the elements in (Z/pZ)[ g,, g3] 
have degree zero. We denote the Weierstrass family by VValzlPz. Let U be the 
open subset of EJ‘V~,~~ consisting of finite points, i.e., 
u= %7z n A2(SpecW/pWg2~ g31NT 
the closed subscheme of A*(Spec(Z/pZ)[g,, g,])) whose equation is given 
by 
Y2=4X3-g*x-g3. 
Note that the set of points at CO, wz,*z - U, is a closed subscheme of 
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vv E,ph which is isomorphic to Spec ((Z/p Z )[ g,, g, ] ). Therefore, each fibre 
of wn/,,pz has exactly one point at cc, which is a rational point in the Iibre. 
Let 4 = &,[gz, g3] and let A = (Z/pE)[g,, g3]. Then, from the long exact 
sequence corresponding to the triple ((points at cc ), VW z,Pz, U), --- --, H :‘~.- 2
(“points at co,” A+Bz Q) + H~(VVz,,,, A+@, Q) j Hf(U, AtOn Q) 
+ --- and the first group being zero for i # 2, we have H y (VW z,pz, 4 + 0 a 62 ) 
2 Hf( U, At On Q) for i= 1. By the definition in [S], we have 
HY(U, At On Q)= H3(A2(Spec((iz/pZ)Cg2, g31)Jr ~2(Wec(Wp~) 
x Cg2, g31N - U ~~(~*W4$[Ig2~ sJ)))+ Oz W 
(1) 
Note also that a unique singular point of each libre over p on the closed 
subscheme “A = (g: - 27g: = 0)” lies in the affine open U. 
If one knows 
(i) the lifted p-adic homology with compact supports of U and 
(ii) the zeta endomorphism of the homology group, 
then one can determine the lifted p-adic homology with compact supports 
of all the fibres in the family. This is because the zeta function of a fibre is 
given by 
where Pp., is the reverse characteristic polynomial of the endomorphism 
of the Ez ,-term of the universal coefficient spectral sequence 
Tordt@z”(Hc(U, At Oz Q), W(lk(~))@z Q), where W(Q)) is the com- 
pleti discret;valuation ring, e.g., for a perfect field 06(p). Furthermore, the 
above universal coefficient spectral sequence abuts upon the finitely 
generated lifted p-adic homology with compact supports of the fibre, which 
gives the zeta function of that fibre (see [S, 61 Chaps. 5 and 6). See [4] also. 
The topics of this paper are (i) and (ii) above for the Weierstrass family. 
The preimage of Spec((H/pH)[gz, g,, A-‘]) of U is the open subfamily 
considered in [ 11. 
2. MODULE STRUCTURE 
Let A = (Z/pZ)[g,, g3] =A@*, (Z/pZ). One can use the covering 
{A’(Spec(A)), A’(Spec(A)) - ( Y2 -4X3 + g,X+ g, =0)} to compute the 
cohomology group (1) in the Introduction. Then the long sequence 
--- -+ ‘“-I H”(A2(Spec(A)), A2(Spec(A))- U, r$(A*(Spec(A)))+@, Q) 
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+ H”(Az(Spec(A)), f ;(A’(Spec(A)))+ Bz Q) --) H”(A’(Spec(A)) - U, 
r2(A2(Spec(&))+@z Q) --+ ‘“--- is induced. The second and third 
groups are cohomologies of the global sections. 
THEOREM 2.1. The 4 + Q z Q-module H f ( U, 4 + Q H Q ) has the recursive 
cohomologous relations among the generators 
2(i-l)AC-‘dX/\dY-(6i-l3)6g,XC~~“-”d~/\dY 
-(6&11)9g,C-(‘-‘)dXr\dY 
4(i-l)dXC-‘dXr\ dY-(6i-ll)g;C-“-“dX/\ dY 
(-1 
- (6i- 13) 18g XC-(-‘) dX A 3 dY 9 
i > 2, where C = Y2 - 4X3 + g, X + g3 and A is the discriminant g: - 27g:. 
In particular, H;(U, At Oz Q) is generated by {C -’ dX A dY, 
XC-‘dX A dY}i, 1 over At Oz Q. 
Proof: The cohomology group (1) in the Introduction is the abutment 
of the spectral sequence H”(A’(A), A’(A)- U, r:(A’(A))+@, Q). Then 
we have the isomorphisms by Lemma 1 in [2 3: 
Hf(U, A+& Q)z H2(A2(A)- U, rz(A2(A))+0, Q) 
2 Coker(I’f,(A[X, Y, C-‘It) 
* df’O z$(A[X, Y, c-l]+)). (2) 
The cohomologous relations, induced by the map d iso in (2), among the 
elements of T:(A[X, Y, C -‘I) are given by 
2iXkyj+‘C-‘-’ dX A dy-jXkyj-‘C-‘dXA dy 
12iXk+2Y“C-‘-‘dXr\ dY+kXk-‘YjC-‘dXr\ dY 
N g2iXkYiC-i-1 dX A dY. 
(3) 
Then we have 
(6i--1)C-(i-‘)dJ-Ady 
6(i- 1) 
-FXC-‘dXh dY+g,C-‘dX/\ dY 
6i- 13 2 (4) 
----XC-(‘-‘)dX/\dY-$C-‘dX/\dY+g,XC-’dXAdY. 
6(i- 1) 
The equations (4) plainly .imply Eq. (CR) in Theorem 2.1. The generation 
of H;(U,&@,&P) by the elements {C-‘dXA dY, XC-‘dXr\ dYjiaI 
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can be shown in the same way as in the case of characteristic zero (see 
[Z] ). The universal coefficient spectral sequence implies, if U, is the open 
subfamily of non-singular fibres, 
H;(U,AfO,Q) @ ((A-‘A)+ o,Q)%f;wl, (A-‘A)+O,Q), (5) 
a+OhQ 
where A -‘A denotes the localization of A at the discriminant A. (The latter 
was computed in [l] to be free of rank two over (A ~ ‘A)’ 6Ja Q).) 
Applying the long exact sequence for k = 2, 1, 0 in the following Note 1, we 
have the exact sequence 
-H;‘(U’,A+O,Q/A.A+O,Q) 
-+AOzQ “d” A’@rQ 
~~+@sQ,‘A~&@z~~O. 
From this, we extract the short exact sequence 
0 + Hf( u, At @a a) “3” H;(U, 4+cgi2 a) 
-Nf(U’,A+O,Q/A.A+O,a)jO. 
That is, Hf( U, 4 OZ Q) has no non-zero A-torsion; i.e., H’;(U, 4 Oz Q) is 
torsion free. Therefore the equations (CR) tell us that there is no 
cohomologous relation among the set of generators in spite of the “t” com- 
pletion of the base ring A; hence, the inclusion (6) in Section 3 follows. 
Otherwise, the homology groups on the left in (5) would become free of 
rank one over (A-‘A)+@, Q. 
Remark 1. The isomorphism in (5) can be given by C - ’ dX A dY j 
YdXand XC-‘dXr\dY-rXYdXas (A-‘J)t@,Q-modules (see Cl]). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let U’ be the closed Weierstrass subfamily over 
A/(A . A), where A= (Z/pZ)[g,, g3] and A = gz- 27g:; i.e., U’ is the 
closed subscheme over AJA . A consisting of all the singular fibres of U. Then, 
the lifted p-adic homology with compact supports of this Weierstrass 
subscheme is generated by (C -’ dX A dY, XC -i dX A dY} ia, over 
A+@z Q/A2!+@, Q. 
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Note 1. Since generally we have, for a non-zero-divisor A E 4, 
TorfJH;(U, A Oz Q), A/AA) 
fq(U, A+@z Q)/A .HI(U, A+% Q), i = 0, 
i= 1, 
iz2, 
respectively, we have the long exact sequence 
from the corresponding universal coefficient spectral sequence (see [6, 
Chap. 51). 
Proof: Since Hf(U’, ,jtOz Q/d .AtOZ Q) is obtained by taking the 
cohomology of the cochain complex, which is obtained by tensoring the 
cochain complex 
c*w2(4, A2W- u, rp2(A))+0, a) 
with AtOzQ/A.At@,Q over A@,Q (see [S]), the assertion of 
Corollary 2.2 is obtained from (CR) in Theorem 2.1 by substituting A = 0; 
i.e., 
(6i-13)2g,XC-“-“dXr\dY-(6i-l1)3g,C-”-”dX/\ dY 
(6i- ll)gzC-(‘-‘)dXr\ dY-(6i-13) 18g,XC-“-‘)dXr\ dY. 
(CR’) 
Remark 2. Let 6= 4 + aZ Q/A . At az Q. One can observe that 
HI( U’, 6) Oa Jg, and H f ( U’, 2) Ba dg,, , where Zg, and Jg, are localiza- 
tions at g, and g,, respectively, are generated by {C -’ dX A dY}i. 1 or, 
since g, # 0 implies g, # 0, {XC -’ dX A dY}i,, over Jg,, i = 2, 3. Note 
also that if g, = 0 (then g, = 0), (4) computes the homology of the singular 
fibre over p = (g, = g, = 0); i.e., the corresponding homology group is 
trivial. 
Note 2. We have the short exact sequence 
O+H;(U,A+O,Q) “d” H;(U,A+&&P)-,H;(U’,&-,O 
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from the universal coefficient spectral sequence (see the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 and [6, Chap. 31) induced by the short exact sequence 
see Note 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let U0 and U3 be the corresponding closed subfamilies 
of the Weierstrass obtained by pulling back the Weierstrass family to the 
closed subsets (g, = 0) and (g, = 3) of the base scheme, respectively. Then, 
the module structures of H~(I?J~,~,[~,]~@Q) and Hf(U3,z,[g,ltQQ!) 
over t,[ g3]+ Oz Q are given from (CR) or equations (4) by substituting 
g, = 0 and g2 = 3, respectively. That is, the equations (4) become (43) and 
(4’) for g, = 3 and gz = 0, respectively, 
6i- 11 
---C”-“dXA dY-2XC’dXA dY+g,C’dX/\ dY 
6(i- 1) 
2(6i- 13) (43) 
6(i- 1) 
XC”-“dXr\ dY-2g,XC-‘dXr\ dY+C’dXr\ dY 
6i- 11 
---C~+-l)dXh dYmg,C-‘dXr\ dY 
6(i- 1) 
$+XC-(“‘dX/r dY- g,xc -’ dX A dY. 
(4O) 
If g, = + 1, i.e., the singular fibre over ,u = (g, = 3, g, = l), then the corre- 
sponding homology of this projective line with an ordinary double point is free 
of rank one; one can choose, for example, C -I dX A dY as a basis element. 
For g, = - 1 use (CR) to have the corresponding statement. Ifg, # 0 in (4’) 
then the open subfamily of U” defined by “g3 #O” has the homology 
generated by two elements C - ’ dX A dY and XC ~ ’ dX A dY. 
Proof The above statements can be observed plainly from (CR) 
and (4). 
3. ZETA ENDOMORPHISM 
Define a ring endomorphism I;+: zp[gz, g,]+ + ?p[g, g,]+ over f, as 
F(g*) = g$ and F( g3) = gf; and let f be the pth power map of the 
Weierstrass scheme in characteristic p. Then the first zeta endomorphism 
H’;(F, f) is induced on the lifted p-adic homology with compact supports 
of the Weierstrass family M= H;(U, &,[gz, g,]+@, Q). The homology 
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group Hf( U, zP[g2, g,]+ OH Q) becomes a vector space of dimension two 
after being tensored with the quotient field of the ring f,[gz, g3]. Since M 
is torsion free (see, the proof of Theorem 2.1, Notes 1 and 2 in Section 2) 
we have the inclusion 
M - MO ap(gz, gd. (6) 
Let Kt be the quotient field of t,[gz, g3]+. Then M@aJg,, g3) 
8 Q (gz,g3) Bbt is H;(U,, bit), where U, is the generic fibre of U, i.e., the 
p-a&c homology with compact supports of an elliptic curve. Therefore, 
the zeta matrix, like the one computed in [ 11, induces a semi-linear 
endomorphism of the free module 
M L [fg3, (A -lzpCgzv gsl)+ (7) 
+ P 1 
of rank two over (A-‘z,[g,, g3])+. The zeta endomorphism of M is 
obtained by restricting the zeta matrix of (7) on M by the inclusion (6). We 
now compute it explicitly as follows: 
H;(F,j-)(C-’ dX A dY), @,I 
Hf(F, f)(XC -I dX A dY). (BJ 
(B,) equals 
1 
y*p - 4x3p + g;xp + g; 
&P ,, &‘P =‘*z;;-’ dX A dY, 
where C = Y 2 - 4X3 + g,X + g, and T is a polynomial in g2, g, , X, and Y. 
Similarly (B,) equals 
p*xc 2p-Iyp-1 
CP-pT 
dX A dY. 
Rewrite CP-pT as Cp(l -pT/Cp). Then (B,) and (B2) bmne 
1 p’+2TlXP--yP--C-P(l+1)dX* dj’ 
12.0 
CP 1+2TtX2p- 1 yp- 1C --p(i+ 1) dx /, dY. 
120 
W 
Let 2j= p’ - 1, where p’ is uniquely determined by p and the even power 
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of Y in T. Then the first equation of (3) implies that the terms 
X’Y2iC-p(‘+1) dX A dY in (B;) and (B;) can be written as 
(2j-1)...(2j-28+1)...3.1 xic-p(/+i)+jdxA dY, 
k(k-l)...(k-j+1) 
Now the second equation in (3) implies that the term X’C -P(’ 
+ “+j dX A dY can be written as a linear combination of {XC-’ dX A nY, 
C-kdXr\ dY),,, by Theorem2.1 over zp[gz, g,]+@, Q (see [2]). 
Consequently, over A-‘z,[g,, g3]+OZ Q, (B,) and (B2) can be written as 
linear combinations of C - ’ dX A dY and XC - ’ dX A dY by (CR) in 
Theorem 2.1 (see also Remark 1). Therefore, the zeta matrix of the 
(A-‘z,[g,, g,])+-module (7) is obtained. As a consequence, we have the 
first zeta endomorphism of M= H;( U, At Oil Q). 
Remark 3. The zeta matrix via bounded Witt cohomology for the 
Weierstrass open subfamily, i.e., over (Z/pZ)[g2, g,, d-l], will be 
published in [3] when it has been made elegant enough. See [7] also. 
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